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7. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING BALANCED: 
LESSONS FROM NEGOTIATED 
SETTLEMENTS TO SELF- DETERMINATION 
MOVEMENTS IN BOSNIA, MACEDONIA, 
AND KOSOVO
Erin Jenne and Beáta Huszka

On  every continent, self- determination movements have challenged 
state governments for statehood, yielding a proliferation of de jure 

and de facto states extending from the former socialist republics of 
Yugo slavia, the Soviet Union, and Czecho slo va kia to South Sudan, Er-
itrea, and East Timor. Elsewhere they have produced “quasi- states” with 
limited international recognition, including South Ossetia and Ab-
khazia in Georgia; Northern Cyprus; Nagorno- Karabakh in Azerbaijan; 
Somaliland; and Transnistria in Moldova.1  Today separatists the world over 
press for greater po liti cal in de pen dence from existing state governments— 
sometimes through vio lence, other times through popu lar referenda. 
Examples of the former include Kurds in northern Iraq and Rus sians 
in  eastern Ukraine; examples of the latter include Scots in the United 
Kingdom, Québécois in Canada, and most recently Catalans of Spain. 
Once activated, movements for self- determination often recur peri-
odically in tandem with regime transition and other institutional 
changes.

Self- determination movements are potent sources of po liti cal desta-
bilization, leading in extreme cases to violent conflict when the majority 
and minority fail to find a compromise that each would prefer to taking 
up arms.2 The preferred solution of the United Nations and other peace-
making organ izations is complex power- sharing agreements from which 
no party prefers to defect unilaterally. This means successful settlements 
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must at a minimum achieve an acceptable division of po liti cal power 
between majority and minority groups in the state while laying the 
foundation for a functional state over the entire territory.

The international community  favors negotiated solutions to such con-
flicts for a number of reasons. First, cooperative solutions avoid the 
moral hazard of rewarding secessionist organ izations with statehood 
while forestalling further fragmentation. Second, inducing a compromise 
agreement is believed to be the best way of protecting vulnerable minor-
ities against retaliation by a hostile government or ethnic majority. 
Third, negotiated solutions are consistent with the Westphalian norm of 
sovereignty, increasing the legitimacy of the solution in the eyes of the 
target state population. Fi nally, cooperative agreements represent a rel-
atively cost- efective method of settling territorial wars at least risk and 
cost to the interveners. To be successful, such settlements should be based 
on minority autonomy,  either through devolution or decentralization.3

Critics warn, however, that immediate benefits of negotiated settle-
ments can obscure long- term costs. Although satisfying minority de-
mands for autonomy, the conferral of such institutions may inadvertently 
reinforce separatist impulses while giving secessionist organ izations the 
material and symbolic resources needed to mobilize for in de pen dence 
down the road.4 Research indicates that minorities with a history of ter-
ritorial autonomy are more likely to mobilize for in de pen dence than  those 
without.5 A recent analy sis suggests  these efects are prob ably overstated, 
but also shows that territorial autonomy alone is unlikely to achieve suc-
cess  unless the minority also has a stake in the center.6 Achieving a 
balance between “power- dividing” ele ments (such as territorial self- 
government) and “power- sharing” ele ments (such as a  grand co ali tion 
in the central government) lies at the heart of consociational models of 
conflict management.7

The West Balkan region pres ents a natu ral laboratory with which to 
illustrate this  simple princi ple. Despite their common origins, dif er ent 
settlement logics  were used to resolve the violent self- determination 
strug gles in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Bosnia), Macedonia, and Kosovo. 
Their common origins are clear. All three states once  were part of Yugo-
slavia. Each conflict was resolved with the intervention of NATO and 
Western powers, which sought an acceptable division of power between 
rival groups that would also stabilize state institutions. None is a re-
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sounding success, but each post- conflict trajectory is a predictable con-
sequence of each settlement’s design.

We argue that while scholars have long recognized the importance of 
achieving a balance between competing interests at the domestic level, 
they often underestimate the impact that regional conflict dynamics can have on 
the fate of such settlements. Peacemakers must consider  whether sufficient 
safeguards are built into institutions to protect against regional destabi-
lization of fragile ethnic settlements, a prob lem compounded in chronically 
unstable neighborhoods.

OVERVIEW OF WEST BALKAN SETTLEMENTS

In 1991–1992, the Slovene, Croatian, Bosnian- Herzegovinian, and Mace-
donian republics declared in de pen dence from the Socialist Federal Re-
public of Yugo slavia (SFRY); in 2008, Kosovo declared in de pen dence from 
Serbia. Internal fragmentation plagued the newly in de pen dent states, as 
Serbs and Croats sought to secede from Bosnia; Serbs launched a violent 
bid for in de pen dence from Croatia and sought to separate from postwar 
Kosovo; and ethnic Albanians mobilized violently against the Former 
Yugo slav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM, hereafter Macedonia). In three 
of four conflicts— Bosnia, Kosovo, and Macedonia— the international 
community used negotiated settlements to rebuild peaceful multiethnic 
states.

Bosnia

The Yugo slav Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina was highly ethnically 
integrated;  there was no outright majority in 80  percent of its municipali-
ties.8 Yet it was the site of the bloodiest war of postcommunist Eu rope. 
Like the other five republics, the republic had its own in de pen dent 
parliament, which consistently voted with the League of Communists 
of Yugo slavia. As the party lost power in the waning days of the Cold 
War, divisions emerged between Muslims, Serbs, and Croats in parlia-
ment. When the Muslim- dominated assembly declared in de pen dence 
for Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serb delegates indicated that they would boy-
cott the referendum with the aim of forming an in de pen dent Bosnian 
Serb state.9 With Belgrade and Zagreb intervening on the side of their 
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respective coethnics, escalating hostilities led to a three- year war among 
the three groups. About 100,000  people died, and a million more  were 
displaced10 before NATO bombing of Bosnian Serbs induced the three 
constituent groups, together with the Serbian and Croatian governments, 
to agree to a U.S.- brokered negotiated settlement in Dayton, Ohio, in 1995. 
Annex 4 of the Dayton Peace Agreement (DPA) established a constitution 
following princi ples of consociationalism. The settlement was designed 
to alleviate concerns of the Serb and Croat minorities (33  percent and 
17  percent, respectively) that Bosniak Muslims (44  percent) would estab-
lish a unitary state.

The settlement included a three- member Bosnian presidency as well 
as radical autonomy for two entities— the federation (for Bosniak Mus-
lims and Croats) and Republika Srpska (RS) for Serbs. Within the federa-
tion, the Croats and Bosniaks  were given significant territorial autonomy 

Figure 7.1. Map of Western Balkans
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through a system of 10 cantons, which functioned as mini- states, each 
with its own government, parliament, courts, and police.11 Serbs and 
Croats  were permitted special relationships with Serbia and Croatia, re-
spectively. It was hoped that the DPA represented the right balance of cen-
tripetalism (with the three- member presidency and minority vetoes in 
the parliament) and centrifugalism (with extensive canton-  and entity- 
level authorities and mutual ethnic vetoes) to forge a lasting peace. The 
United Nations Peace Implementation Council appointed a high repre-
sentative (HR) to oversee “the implementation of the civilian aspects of 
the peace settlement.”12 They placed the fledgling state  under interna-
tional tutelage with a range of IOs in charge of implementing the terms 
of Dayton. Thousands of NATO troops  were installed to enforce the 
settlement.

Macedonia

Although the war in Macedonia was relatively short and yielded far fewer 
casualties, prewar ethnic tolerance was significantly lower  there than in 
Bosnia or in Yugo slavia as a  whole.13 Macedonia declared its in de pen dence 
from the SFRY in 1991 following a successful referendum. The vote was 
boycotted by the Albanian minority, on the grounds that the preamble 
of the new state constitution was ethnically exclusive.14 At the heart of the 
strug gle was the status reversal between majority Macedonians and mi-
nority Albanians, who had once been a titular nation  under federal Yugo-
slavia but who now sought equal status within the new Macedonian 
state. Albanian separatists or ga nized their own referendum on the ter-
ritorial autonomy of Western Macedonia in 1992, declaring an autono-
mous republic of Ilirida.15 Demonstrations  were held in the name of 
Albanian language and education rights, cultural autonomy, and territo-
rial autonomy— a period marked by episodic vio lence.16 Despite  these dis-
ruptions, most scholars believe ethnic harmony improved throughout 
the 1990s, with the government agreeing to extensive minority conces-
sions in order to secure accession to NATO and the EU.

In 2001, former fighters from the Kosovo conflict fomented a low- 
intensity war in the border region  under the moniker of the Albanian 
National Liberation Army (NLA) and quickly gained the support of many 
Albanians. Escalating hostilities between rebels and Macedonian secu-
rity forces nearly reached Skopje, leading to dozens of casualties on both 
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sides. More than 170,000 civilians  were displaced. The war ended when 
NATO and U.S. representatives pressured rebel forces and Macedonian 
leadership to sign separate cease- fire agreements with NATO. The NATO- 
negotiated Ohrid Framework Agreement (OFA) was signed in mid-2001 
by the two largest Macedonian and Albanian parties. The settlement 
attempted to satisfy Albanian demands for self- determination by giving 
them de facto, if not de jure, po liti cal power, in contrast to the consocia-
tional Bosnian peace agreement. To enforce the deal, 3,500 NATO peace-
keepers  were installed in the tiny country and the EU appointed a special 
representative to oversee implementation.17

Minority autonomy in Macedonia was achieved through decentraliza-
tion. Groups with over 20  percent of the local population  were given lan-
guage and educational rights in their  mother tongue. In princi ple, any 
sizable minority can exercise this right, but in practice this applied only 
to Albanians. Consequently, Albanian was introduced as a second official 
language in municipalities where Albanians made up more than 20  percent 
of the population— principally in the northwest. The OFA also contained 
provisions for education in minority languages, addressing long- standing 
demands for higher education in the Albanian language. Mutual vetoes 
 were introduced through double- majority voting (requiring support of 
a majority of delegates of both ethnic groups) on laws concerning culture, 
language, education, personal IDs, and the use of symbols.18 An Inter-
ethnic Council was created in parliament to resolve interethnic disputes. 
 There  were centripetalist ele ments in the OFA as well, such as minority 
quotas in state administration. Although  these quotas may have con-
tributed to the growth of ethnic patronage, the OFA has generally been 
regarded as a success.19

Kosovo

Both during and  after Yugo slav times, Kosovo had an overwhelming Al-
banian ethnic majority and a small Serbian minority (roughly 10  percent, 
according to the 1991 census). Although only an autonomous province 
in the Yugo slav Republic of Serbia, it enjoyed extensive autonomy— 
including a provincial assembly,  mother tongue language, educational 
rights, and an Albanian language university. By the mid-1980s, the tide 
had shifted as Serbian politicians and pundits began to rally the Serbian 
public around the perceived oppression of Serbs in Kosovo. This culmi-
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nated in the abolition of provincial autonomy in 1989 and a purge of Al-
banians from schools, hospitals, and other state institutions.20 In the 
1990s, the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) launched a guerrilla war against 
Yugo slav forces. A NATO air campaign induced Belgrade to withdraw 
from the province in 1999. UNSC Resolution 1244 set up a UN- administered 
transitional authority in Kosovo, with NATO- led international peace-
keepers to enforce the arrangement.

At the end of the war, a large proportion of Kosovo Serbs fled to Serbia 
proper. Kosovo’s Ibar River became the de facto dividing line between 
Serbs living in the northern breakaway territory and the southern part 
where Albanians lived. Serbs and Albanians now live on  either side of the 
Ibar River, which bisects the segregated town of Mitrovica; traffic has 
never flowed freely across the bridge.  Today,  there is a Serbian enclave in 
the north (for many years controlled by the Serbian Interior Ministry) and 
scattered Serbian enclaves in the south.21 Serbs number approximately 
120,000 or 6  percent of the Kosovo population.22 Although Serbian is an 
official language in Kosovo, public information and institutions are rarely 
accessible in Serbian.23

To address  these prob lems, the international community resolved to 
build a peaceful multiethnic state through a negotiated settlement, cul-
minating in the so- called Ahtisaari Plan. This accord called for devolving 
state powers to municipalities (giving Serb enclaves de facto control over 
local afairs) and reserving seats for minorities in parliament. Stalled for 
many years by the Kosovo government, pro gress was fi nally made once 
Belgrade and Pristina started an EU- mediated dialogue to decide the 
status of Kosovo.24 The Brussels Agreement of April 2013 attempted to in-
tegrate the breakaway northern territory into the Kosovo state. A further 
agreement in August 2015 established the Community of Serbian Mu-
nicipalities in Kosovo, and mandated unification of the divided town of 
Mitrovica and integration of energy and telecommunications between 
the north and south.25

Despite many advances in this direction, the settlement is not consid-
ered a success. Still  today, the Serb and Albanian communities live par-
allel lives, with limited contact. In the south, Serbs are largely confined 
to ethnic enclaves; in the north, ethnic interaction is even rarer  because 
of almost complete separation. Ethnic accommodation has been absent 
from Kosovo for de cades.26
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COMPARING WEST BALKAN SETTLEMENTS

The three West Balkan settlements represent dif er ent mixes of centrif-
ugalism and centripetalism, demonstrating the trade- of between satis-
fying minority demands and creating a functional state.

The Bosnian settlement tilted  toward minority empowerment at 
the expense of state integrity. The agreement weakened the central gov-
ernment by devolving extensive state powers to the entities (which, in the 
beginning, even had their own armies) and, to a lesser extent, the cantons. 
The DPA also gave Bosnian Croats and Serbs the right to form special re-
lations with their respective kin states, weakening their commitment to 
the central government.

On the other end of the spectrum, the Kosovo settlement favored 
state integrity at the expense of minority rights. Following costly engage-
ments in Bosnia and Croatia, the international community had  little 
stomach for another lengthy commitment in the Balkans. As a conse-
quence, neither KFOR nor the UN Mission to Kosovo (UNMIK) inter-
vened to protect Serbs from forced migration  after the war in 1999 or from 
anti- Serb riots in 2004. They further failed to ensure the return and prop-
erty restitution of Serb minority refugees and allowed former KLA 
fighters to integrate seamlessly into the state army— reinforcing Serb 
perceptions that the government was tilted against the minority.

Tilted neither in one direction nor the other, the Macedonian 
settlement struck an even balance between minority empowerment 
and state functionality. The plan included a mix of consociational princi-
ples, such as increasing minority repre sen ta tion in state institutions and 
the 2008 law mandating that the government include the strongest Al-
banian party in  every ruling co ali tion.27 By decentralizing the state 
along nonethnic lines, the settlement met Albanian minority aspirations 
without creating ethno- territorial autonomy. The notable benefit was 
that the Albanian minority remained strongly committed to remaining 
in the Macedonian state (in contrast to aggrieved minorities in Kosovo 
and Bosnia). This can be attributed, at least in part, to the balance the 
OFA struck between minority empowerment and state integrity. Key 
contributing  factors  were the international community’s stabilization 
of the regional environment and efective management of the Macedo-
nian government.



Figure 7.2.  Comparing the Negotiated Settlements*

Kosovo  
(Ahtisaari Plan)

Macedonia  
(Ohrid Framework 
Agreement)

Bosnia (Dayton 
Peace Agreement)

Power- sharing 
at the central 
level

No formal  
requirement.

A formal  
requirement 
since 2008, 
 although prac-
ticed informally 
since 1992.

Strict rules of 
power- sharing 
among the 
three constitu-
tive nations in 
the presidency, 
government, 
and both  houses 
of parliament.

Reserved  
minority seats 
in parliament

Ten guaranteed 
seats for Serbs,  
10 for other  
minorities (out of 
120 seats).

No guaranteed 
seats; Albanian 
parties usually 
have around  
20% of votes (i.e., 
15–20 seats out of 
123).

Five for each 
ethnic group in 
the upper  house 
of 15 members.

Ethnic quotas 
in the public 
sector

Key institutions, 
such as the 
courts, police, 
and state- owned 
companies  were 
to introduce 
quotas for Serbs 
and other  
minorities, but 
this has not been 
implemented.a

Flexible provision: 
the OFA man-
dated increased 
minority repre-
sen ta tion in public 
administration 
proportionate to 
their population 
share (partially 
implemented, 
improvements in 
some areas).

Public  
institutions 
must grant 
proportional 
repre sen ta tion 
to all constituent 
 peoples corre-
sponding to 
their prewar 
population 
share.

Minority veto Double- majority 
requirement for 
changing the 
constitution and 
adopting laws of 
vital minority 
interest (not 
practiced).

Double- majority 
requirement was 
introduced in 
parliament on a 
set of issues.b

Double  
mechanism: 
entity veto and 
vital interests 
veto at the state 
and entity level.

(continued)



Territorial 
autonomy

Formally  
not granted;  
minority au-
tonomy is exer-
cised indirectly, 
through the 
municipalities. 

Formally not 
granted; minority 
autonomy exer-
cised indirectly 
at the local level 
through decen-
tralization.

Granted to 
Bosnian Serbs 
through the RS 
and de facto to 
Croats through 
cantons.

Institutional-
ized ties with 
homeland state

Kosovo Serbs 
have the right to 
receive funding 
from Serbia and 
to cooperate  
with Serbian 
institutions.

None. RS has the right 
to form special 
relations with 
Serbia.

External  
guarantor

UN (UNMIK)  
International 
Steering Group 
for Kosovo (ISG), 
NATO (KFOR), 
EU (EULEX).

NATO and the 
EU; NATO imple-
mented the peace 
agreement, while 
the EU appointed 
a special repre-
sentative to 
oversee its imple-
mentation.

United Nations 
Peace Imple-
mentation 
Council, Office 
of the High 
Representative 
(OHR), EU 
(EUSR), U.S., 
NATO.

*Darker shadings indicate a relative tilt  toward minority empowerment.
a Directorate- General for External Policies of the Union, Directorate B, Policy Department, 
“Mainstreaming  Human and Minority Rights in the EU Enlargement with the Western 
Balkans” (Eu ro pean Parliament, December  2012), 54, http:// www . europarl . europa . eu 
/ RegData / etudes / etudes / join / 2012 / 457114 / EXPO - DROI _ ET(2012)457114 _ EN . pdf.
b “[C]onstitutional amendments and other laws that involve local administration, ter-
ritorial division, use of languages, flags and symbols and protection of cultural identity 
can be changed only with a double majority that includes approval of the parliamen-
tary representatives of the smaller ethnic communities.” International Crisis Group, 
“Macedonia: Ten Years  after the Conflict,” Eu rope Report No. 212 (August 11, 2011), 3, https:// 
d2071andvip0wj . cloudfront . net / 212 - macedonia - ten - years - after - the - conflict . pdf.

Figure 7.2.  continued
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DANGERS OF MINORITY EMPOWERMENT:  

TERRITORIAL AUTONOMY, POWER- SHARING,  

MINORITY VETOES, “HOMELAND” STATE INVOLVEMENT

This brief comparison suggests that negotiated settlements should limit 
autonomy or veto power to separatist minorities as this may weaken or 
even break up the state.

Settlements that mandate extensive power- sharing or minority vetoes 
can incapacitate legislative bodies and grind the gears of government to 
a halt. Giving minorities territorial autonomy can create proto- states that 
may mobilize for secession at a  later date. Permitting  these units to con-
duct in de pen dent foreign policy with their kin states can further under-
mine state integrity by giving hostile neighbors license to intervene in the 
state’s domestic afairs to “protect” their compatriots.

Bosnia pres ents a textbook case on the dangers of minority empow-
erment. The DPA is highly imbalanced in  favor of ethnic minorities at the 
expense of the state (see the dark- shaded cells in Figure 7.2). Each entity 
and most cantons have a titular minority that enjoys disproportionate po-
liti cal power over that jurisdiction— sometimes to the exclusion of other 
groups. Carl Bildt, the first international representative in Bosnia, de-
clared that despite its flaws, the DPA “is based on the hope that over 
time the imperative of integration in the country and the region  will 
be the dominant  factor.”28 However, the settlement has instead served to 
prevent the development of statewide po liti cal formations, producing a 
de facto partitioned state along divisions institutionalized by the peace 
agreement.29

The Republika Srpska (RS), in par tic u lar, has functioned as a proto- 
state, and a number of RS leaders have amassed wealth and power 
through an ethnic spoils system that emerged during the war.30 The RS 
lost  little time forging ties to Serbia, an arrangement permitted  under the 
DPA. Since then, RS leaders have continually used their veto power to ob-
struct eforts by the international community to strengthen the state. 
When the OHR tried to create a unified national Bosnian police force 
across ethnic lines and entity borders, the implementation was blocked 
by Serb leaders.31 RS delegates have stymied numerous legislative 
reforms, such as an amendment of the witness protection law in 2008, 
which was part of Bosnia’s Eu ro pean Partnership agenda. They also 
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obstructed modification of the law on confidential information in 2009 
that would have harmonized Bosnian law with EU and NATO standards. 
Bosnian Serb leaders, in general, have slowed down accession to the EU. 
The settlement permits Bosnian leaders to profit from the state by es-
tablishing personalized control over the public sector, allowing them 
to extract rents from utilities, state- owned banks, privatization, public 
tenders, and “other sources of revenue and patronage.”32 Networks of 
party patronage now permeate the state. Most jobs depend on officials’ 
 favors, and public institutions serve party interests.33

When Serbia assumed a more moderate stance following its defeat in 
the Kosovo war, Bosnian Serb leaders followed a more conciliatory 
policy— currying  favor with international actors to increase leverage 
within the state. But with the resurgence of nationalism in Serbia in the 
2000s, RS leaders resumed their obstructionism. Milorad Dodik came to 
power in 2006 on a tide of demonstrations for RS secession. On his watch, 
the republic began to block eforts to reinforce Bosnia’s state govern-
ment and institutions. Dodik repeatedly challenged Bosnia’s Office of the 
High Representative (OHR), threatening to declare RS in de pen dence.34 
Mutual vetoes have produced chronic legislative gridlock in the Bosnian 
parliament.

Bosnia signed its Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) with 
the EU in 2008, but ratification was delayed  until 2015 due to disagree-
ment on how to bring the constitution in line with an impor tant court 
ruling. According to the ICG, a key prob lem is that Bosnian politicians 
have remained largely unaccountable to their constituents due to the 
state’s protectorate status; they could readily blame failures on the OHR.35 
In this way, international actors inadvertently undermined the Bosnian 
state.36

Meanwhile, ethnic quotas have led to discrimination against noncon-
stituent ethnic groups as well as against Serbs, Bosniaks, and Croats 
who reside outside their designated entities or cantons. Segmenting the 
state in this way has allowed ethnic parties to control the distribution of 
benefits to their ethnic constituents. According to the ICG, Bosnia’s ethnic 
parties consistently field candidates who serve party rather than constit-
uent interests, producing descriptive, but not substantive, repre sen ta-
tion of minorities.37

Macedonia ofers lessons in how to satisfy minority separatism without 
undermining the state. The OFA implemented minority autonomy on a 
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nonethnic basis rather than creating ethno- territorial carve- outs. De-
spite concerns that Macedonian decentralization would lead to sepa-
ratism, the OFA did not split the state along ethno- territorial lines, but 
instead created crosscutting “local versus central” po liti cal cleavages and 
a shared identity among local elites.38

Not all OFA actions have been curative. Education reforms extending 
the scope of teaching in Albanian has led to increased ethnic segregation 
in schools and a growing ethnic distance and intolerance among the 
youth.39 Another unintended efect has been empowerment of po liti cal 
parties at the expense of rule of law, as well as a preference for informal 
practices such as co ali tion deals. This has paved the way for growing cli-
entelism, nepotism, and corruption, which has undermined the legiti-
macy of the settlement.40

DANGERS OF MAJORITY EMPOWERMENT: WEAK MINORITY  

RIGHTS, WEAK EXTERNAL OVERSIGHT, CENTRALIZED STATE

Our comparison further suggests that the lack of external checks on the 
majority- controlled government can endanger vulnerable minorities.

In contrast to the Bosnian case, Kosovo’s settlement illustrates the 
dangers of majority empowerment. The lack of adequate external moni-
toring and enforcement in Kosovo has created a permissive environment 
for minority discrimination, fueled Serbian separatism, and perpetuated 
ethnic tensions nearly two de cades  after the Kosovo conflict.

 After the war, UNSC Resolution 1244 installed UNMIK in Pristina to 
implement the terms of the settlement. UNMIK counseled Kosovo leader-
ship that fulfilling conditions of the settlement would be deemed an 
essential condition for Kosovo in de pen dence. “Standards before Status” 
was UNMIK’s official policy. This included protection of  human and mi-
nority rights, implementing efective mechanisms in response to  human 
rights violations, and implementing the Council of Eu rope’s Framework 
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities.41 The NATO- led 
Kosovo Force (KFOR) was established to enforce the agreement.

Peacekeepers, however, failed to prevent forced migration of Serbs at 
the end of the war. They did not intervene to halt the 2004 anti- Serb riots. 
Nineteen  people died and thousands  were displaced. Orthodox churches 
and shrines  were destroyed. This sent a strong signal to the Serbian 
minority that UNMIK was a biased, rather than neutral, enforcer of the 
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peace agreement. Serbs fled urban centers for ethnic enclaves in the 
north and the south;  others relocated to Serbia. This was a defensive re-
sponse to a hostile Albanian majority in the context of weak external 
security guarantees.

The Ahtisaari Plan endeavored to address prob lems of majority em-
powerment by providing Serbs with a degree of segmental autonomy and 
repre sen ta tion in the central government. Talks commenced in Vienna 
between Pristina and Belgrade over the final status of Kosovo in 2006. 
UN special envoy Martti Ahtisaari facilitated the negotiations. The talks 
led nowhere due to the diametrically opposing stances of the parties. 
Ahtisaari presented his settlement plan to the UNSC in 2007, and 
Rus sia effectively vetoed it. Ultimately, ele ments of the Ahtisaari 
Plan  were incorporated into the constitution in return for Western 
recognition of Kosovo statehood.42 However, the key provisions of the 
agreement remained unimplemented for many years due to governmental 
obstructionism.43

The value of external enforcement can be seen in Bosnia  after 1997. That 
is when the UNSC gave the OHR so- called Bonn powers to force local 
authorities to accept minority returns and property restitution. What 
followed was a notable upsurge of minority returnees.44 In Macedonia, 
too, international pressure was crucial for implementing minority con-
cessions. The EU, in par tic u lar, has played a key role in keeping the gov-
ernment honest. In early 2001, the Macedonian government signed the 
Stabilization and Association Agreement with the EU— the first step on 
the country’s path to EU membership. Macedonia became an EU candi-
date in 2005. The Eu ro pean Commission in 2009 recommended opening 
accession negotiations. Macedonian authorities  were notified that acces-
sion to NATO and EU hinged on increasing minority repre sen ta tion in 
state institutions. Available evidence suggests that this has had some suc-
cess. Prior to the agreement, Albanians remained significantly under-
represented in the public sector, especially in security forces and the 
judiciary.  After the OFA, Albanians increased their repre sen ta tion in state 
institutions, although equal repre sen ta tion has not yet been achieved.45

 Things took a turn for the worse for Macedonia at a NATO summit in 
2009 when Greece threatened to veto Macedonian accession over its on-
going name dispute with Skopje. Unable to ofer membership to the 
country in the near term, the EU and NATO lost influence in the country. 
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The stalemate led to an upsurge of populist nationalism. Formerly pro- 
Western, conciliatory Macedonian prime minister Nikola Gruevski 
 adopted more nationalist policies and rhe toric. This shift culminated in 
the massively pro- Hellenic “antiquitization” public works program. Mas-
sive Byzantine structures  were erected all over Skopje, greatly antago-
nizing the Albanian minority. No longer focused on fulfilling standards 
demanded by  these bodies, Macedonia experienced a rapid deterioration 
of demo cratic governance and media freedoms.46 In Kosovo, the trend 
went in the opposite direction. The beginning of accession talks with 
Serbia in 2012 led to successive agreements  under which Serbia toned 
down nationalist rhe toric  toward Kosovo and has gradually withdrawn 
its parallel structures, leading to a surge in Serb participation in the 
Kosovo state.  These within- case, over- time fluctuations show that ade-
quate and sustained international pressure must be placed on govern-
ments to ensure that minority rights are implemented, both in letter 
and in spirit.

DANGERS OF AN IMBALANCED EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Fi nally, our analy sis shows that conflict spillover or partisan interven-
tion by outside actors can stall or fatally undermine negotiated settle-
ments. All three West Balkan examples demonstrate the vital importance 
of a stable external environment for ensuring ongoing success of negoti-
ated settlements.

In Bosnia, RS leaders have consistently relied on signals from their kin 
state of Serbia to determine how far they can push demands against the 
Bosnian government. Serbia has played a crucial role in Bosnian Serb 
politics by providing financial and po liti cal support to the RS leadership. 
According to the ICG, EU integration would render such clientelist ar-
rangements illegal. This unwelcome prospect possibly has incentivized 
RS leaders to stall the EU integration pro cess.47

In Kosovo, too, the wider neighborhood has been a key source of con-
flict. Kosovo Serbs have consistently followed Belgrade’s po liti cal lead in 
talks over Kosovo’s status. Soon  after the war’s end, Serbia reclaimed de 
facto control over Serbian enclaves in Kosovo, an arrangement the inter-
national community tolerated  because they  were unwilling to risk open 
conflict with Belgrade- backed secessionists or provoke the ire of Rus sia. 
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When Belgrade indicated that it could no longer aford to support par-
allel structures in the south, Serbs in the south began to vote in Kosovo 
elections and participate in Kosovo institutions. By contrast, Serbs in 
the north (where parallel structures remained) continued to hew to a 
hardline position, rejecting UNMIK and EULEX (the rule of law mission 
of the EU overseeing the transition). Belgrade fi nally agreed to dis-
mantle its parallel structures in the north as part of EU accession nego-
tiations in March 2012.48 Soon  after, northern municipalities indicated 
their willingness to integrate into the Kosovo state. This shows that 
balancing regional interests is foundational to the success of ethnic 
settlements.

Ethnic vio lence has in fact fluctuated in tandem with conflict in the 
wider environment. Ethnic relations between Serbs and Albanians hit 
bottom in 2004, the year of anti- Serb riots in Kosovo.  There was a signifi-
cant improvement from that point  until June 2007, the period of the Vi-
enna negotiations.  Until Kosovo’s declaration of in de pen dence, a rising 
number of Serbs thought ethnic relations  were getting worse. This nega-
tive dynamic turned around in November  2008, a few months  after 
Kosovo proclaimed in de pen dence and ethnic relations resumed the trend 
of improvement  until June 2011. During the crisis in Mitrovica (July to 
November 2011), tensions  were high, but declined once Belgrade began 
to withdraw parallel institutions from Kosovo in conformance with con-
ditions of its SAA.49

In Macedonia, ethnic tensions have also fluctuated in response to ten-
sions in the wider neighborhood. In the early 1990s, the tiny republic 
sought international help managing ethnic tensions and protecting 
its borders. The United Nations sent a border- monitoring mission, 
UNPREDEP, to Macedonia in 1995 to prevent ethnic vio lence and mon-
itor the border. Max van der Stoel, the OSCE high commissioner for na-
tional minorities, conducted mediation talks between the government 
and the Albanian minority during key crisis periods in the 1990s.

Although ethnic relations  were fairly harmonious prior to the 2001 
conflict, they quickly deteriorated when Albanian guerrillas crossed 
the border from Kosovo into Macedonia. Episodic vio lence popped up 
throughout the 1990s, but resulted in no major conflict. Only  after the UN 
border mission in Macedonia was suddenly withdrawn did guerrilla 
fighters sneak over the border to foment conflict.50
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CONCLUSION

The West Balkan settlements ofer lessons in squaring the circle of satis-
fying minority aspirations for self- government while protecting the ca-
pacity and territorial integrity of the state.

First, the central government must have adequate power to fulfill basic 
state functions such as national defense, in de pen dent foreign policy, and 
protection of its citizens. A state’s integrity is compromised whenever 
other countries have a sovereign claim to its territory or citizens, or when-
ever its subnational units are able to undermine or obstruct any basic 
functions. Settlements should avoid dividing sovereignty at the domestic 
and regional level.

Second, successful settlements must satisfy minority self- determination 
without alienating the majority. While opinions on the settlements in 
Bosnia and Kosovo are largely divided along ethnic lines,51 the divide is 
much less extreme in Macedonia. According to one survey, 57  percent of 
Albanians thought the OFA was very impor tant for the stability of Mace-
donia, while only 42   percent of ethnic Macedonians thought the same. 
The majority of respondents from both groups (52  percent of Albanians 
and 59   percent of Macedonians) agreed that the OFA primarily served 
the interests of Albanians. But both minority and majority  were on 
board with the settlement, and public trust in Macedonia’s public institu-
tions increased significantly for both groups following the settlement.52 
NATO and EU accession is sufficiently attractive to both Macedonians 
and Albanians that they are each willing to make serious concessions to 
accelerate the pro cess.

Fi nally, a stable regional and international environment is essential 
for the efectiveness of negotiated settlements to self- determination 
strug gles. Protection from conflict spillover from Kosovo, Serbia, or 
Albania was a precondition for OFA to keep ethnic peace. By contrast, 
negative regional dynamics, such as a deadlock in the NATO and EU in-
tegration pro cess (Macedonia) or intermittent interventionism by a 
neighboring state (Serbia in Kosovo), can fuel discrimination against mi-
norities or separatism by minority organ izations. Unstable regional en-
vironments clearly undermine negotiated settlements.53

To succeed, peacemakers must ensure a complex balance between 
majority and minority empowerment as well as between domestic and 
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external environments, paying close attention to how minorities and 
kin states interact. Successful settlements must get the institutions right 
and engage in continual, active recalibration of domestic and external rela-
tions as facts change on the ground.  Doing this well requires a level of 
foresight, dedication, and luck that rarely play out in practice. It also en-
tails years, and sometimes de cades, of commitment by outside interve-
nors. Peacemakers should question  whether they can reasonably deliver 
on all fronts before embarking on missions to remake a multiethnic state.
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